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The time scale of conventional particle simulation methods is limited byelectrondynamics 
to time steps At which satisfy the conditions w,At < 1, CAt << 1 and kmaxvmaxAt< 1, where 
wp is the electron plasma frequency, B is the electron cyclotron frequency, kmax is the largest 
wavenumber and urnax is the maximum electron velocity considered in the computations. 
We present in this paper a one-dimensional particle-pushing algorithm in which particles 
are advanced, during each time step, along trajectories which are first-order in the field 
amplitudes. In this algorithm the time step is limited by the nonlinearities and inhomogen- 
eities and must satisfy the conditions wtAt Q 1, and tcvm=At < 1, where wt (< wD, 52) is 
the electron trapping frequency and K (<< kma,) is the inverse characteristic length of the 
inhomogeneities. Two versions of the algorithm, corresponding to Langmuir and whistler 
waves are given. This algorithm is applicable to problems in which the plasma may be 
considered to consist of a dense cold component and of a sparse energetic component, 
such as occur in plasma-beam interactions and in magnetospheric studies. Wave propagation 
in the cold plasma may then be represented by a fluid model, while resonant wave-particle 
interactions in the energetic plasma are computed using the present long-time-scale al- 
gorithm. Tests of the accuracy of the algorithm and examples of applications to Langmuir 
and whistler waves are presented. 

INTRODUCTION 

Particle simulations, in which a plasma is represented by a large number of charged 
particles moving in their self- and externally-applied fields, have provided an important 
tool in the understanding of wave phenomena involving resonant particle interactions, 
which cannot be represented by a fluid model. In these simulations, the particles are 
usually advanced assuming the fields acting on the particles to be constant during 
each time step, and the fields are updated after each time step in accordance with 
Maxwell’s equations using the new positions and velocities of the particles [l-9]. For 
Langmuir waves (electron plasma oscillations) the time scale of this method is limited 
by electron dynamics which requires the time step At to satisfy the conditions 
wg At < 1 and kmaxvmax At < 1, where k max is the maximum wave number consid- 
ered in the computations, vmax is the maximum electron velocity and w, is the electron 
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plasma frequency. In the case of whistler waves (electron cyclotron oscillations) an 
additional limitation is given by Q At Q 1, where 51 is the electron cyclotron 
frequency. For most applications, these conditions prohibit At from being larger than 
Lit N 0.2 CtJpl (or At N 0.2 Q-l), so that particle simulations of phenomena varying 
on a time scale much slower than wpl (or 52-l) may become unfeasible because of 
computer limitations. 

In many applications it is expedient to accelerate the time scale, for example by 
doing the simulation with a reduced ion to electron mass ratio (mi/m, = 100) or by 
utilizing a relatively short system. However, this acceleration of the time scale is not 
always possible. Examples of such cases occur in the study of plasma turbulence 
caused by low intensity electron beams, or in the study of very-low-frequency 
emissions from the magnetosphere, where energetic electrons interact with long 
whistler wavepackets in an inhomogeneous magnetic field [lo, 111. 

In this paper we present particle-pushing algorithms in which the particles, during 
each time step, follow trajectories which are first-order with respect to the wave fields 
and with respect to the inhomogeneities of either the medium or the waves. Thus, the 
numerical solution may be considered as a succession of linear and spatially homo- 
geneous solutions, reinitialized after each time step to account for nonlinearities 
in the particle dynamics or in the wave propagation, and for inhomogeneities due to 
density or external field gradients. In this method, the time step is therefore limited 
by nonlinearities and inhomogeneities, rather than by the frequency or wavelength 
of the oscillations, and must satisfy the conditions wT At < 1 and ~~~~~ At < 1, 

where wr < wD , Q is the electron trapping frequency and K < kma, is the inverse 
characteristic length of the inhomogeneities. 

The application of this long-time-scale algorithm requires that during each time 
step, the internal fields be expressed as a sum of individual waves, 

E(x, t) = C &,ei*” 
?I=1 

(1) 

where the quantities 6,(x, t) and z,&(x, t) are respectively the amplitude and the 
phase of each wave n. The wave frequencies w, = at,b,/at and wave numbers k, = 
-~I+$@x as well as the amplitudes 8, are assumed to be slowly varying functions 
of time and space over the periods 25-l w, and the wavelengths 2rr/k, of the oscillations. 

It is possible in some applications to consider a plasma as consisting of two com- 
ponents, viz., a high-density cold component, which constitutes the major propagation 
medium and a low-density energetic electron component, which is responsible for 
resonant particle interactions. In such cases, wave propagation in the plasma may be 
formulated using a fluid model of the cold electron component, giving equations of 
propagation for the amplitudes and phases of the form 

%%(@n> = =x(x, t>, (2) 

in = ~n(x, 0, (3) 
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where 9m and %n are differential operators with respect to space and time, which 
account for the propagation in the cold component, while %?n and 9, are source 
terms due to the charge and current densities of resonant energetic particles. For 
problems in which the plasma can be separated into cold and energetic components 
in this manner, hybrid (fluid-and-particle) simulations may be done as illustrated 
symbolically in Fig. 1. The internal fields are represented as a sum of waves according 
to Eq. (l), and Eqs. (2) and (3), describing wave propagation in the cold plasma, are 
used to advance the field amplitudes and phases, 8, and #, , over a time step At. The 
energetic electrons are then advanced over the time step according to their first-order 
orbits in the wave fields, and the new positions and velocities of these particles are 
used to update the source terms 9$ and 27% to be used to advance the field amplitudes 
over the following time step. 

I ELECTRONS 
I 

I I 

FIG. 1. Symbolic diagram of a hybrid fluid-particle code using the long time scale (LTS) particle- 
pushing algorithm. 

Two versions of the algorithm, applicable to Langmuir waves (electron plasma 
oscillations) and to whistler waves (electron cyclotron oscillations) are presented 
respectively in Parts I and IL of the paper. 

I. LANGMUIR WAVES 

The velocity and position increments for electrons in a longitudinal electric field 
corresponding to one-dimensional Langmuir waves are derived in Section I. 1, and 
test-particle trajectories in single-mode and two-mode electric fields are presented in 
Section 1.2. In the present case for which the phase space is limited to two dimensions, 
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the electron distribution is represented on an (x, U) grid and is reconstructed at each 
time step 161. This application of the algorithm to a Vlasov solution is given in 
Section 1.3 and allows the introduction of weak collisional effects on resonant 
particles [7]. The equations governing the evolution of the electric field are derived 
in Section I.4 and several examples of application are given in Section 1.5. 

1.1. VELOCITY AND POSITION INCREMENTS 

We consider in this section the motions of electrons in a one-dimensional electric 
field represented in terms of the Fourier series 

E(x, t) = 5 8,(t) sinW,x + c~#)l, 
n=l 

where k, = 2nn/L denotes fixed wave numbers and L is the length of the system. 
Periodic boundaries are assumed here, although this condition will be relaxed in 
Part II when dealing with cyclotron waves. The mode amplitudes a,(t) and frequencies 
On(f) = -&, are assumed to very slowly relative to the frqeuencies w, , i.e., 
&,JoJ,c?~ < 1 (dots denote time differentiation). 

The velocity vi and position xi of a particle i are advanced during the time interval 
from t to t + At according to the first-order motion of the particle with respect to 
the electric field [12, 131. The velocity and position increments may therefore be 
expressed as sums of increments due to each wave, 

x<(t + dt) = xi(t) + v<(t) dt + c 8xin + O(E2), (6) 
12 

where 8vin and 8Xin denote the velocity and position increment of particle i due to 
its interaction with wave n. 

To first order in E, the velocity of a particle i, interacting with a single wave n is 
given by 

vt(t’) = vi(t) - ; Jtt’ 6, sin(k,[xi(t) + (t” - t> s(t)] + a,(t) 

- (t” - t) con(t)} dt” + O(8n2), (7) 

= q(t) + 2 zla Ccos[hz + k,(t’ - t> uinl - cos #in) + ~(a,~), 

where -e and m are the electron charge and mass respectively, uin = vi - w,/k, 
denotes the velocity of particle i relative to the phase velocity of the wave, t,.!~% = 
01, + k,Xi(t) is the initial particle phase and Ri, = knuin . Here the slowly varying 
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functions 8, and w, have been held constant during the time step dt. A similar 
integration yields 

xi(t’) = xi(t) + v,(t)(t’ - t) + --$-{sin[&, + k,(t’ - r) uin] 
zn 

- sin *i, - &,(I - 2) cos zJin] + U(anz). (8) 

Setting t’ = t + At and rearranging terms gives the first-order velocity and 
position increments during a time step, 

8Uin = E$ At [COS #in ( ‘OS :L- ’ ) - sin *in (*)I, 

SXin = eBn - At2 [COS #in (sin “G2- ““n) + sin +in ( ‘OS :i,- ‘-)I, 
m 

(lo) 

in 

where ei,, = k,(vi - w,/k,) At is a resonance parameter. Substitution of Eqs. (9) 
and (10) into Eqs. (6) and (5) provides the algorithm for advancing particles over a 
time step [14]. 

By introducing the trapping frequency urn = (eb,k,/m)1J2 and the trapping 
velocity vTIE = 2wT,/kn of a particle in the potential well of wave n, Eqs. (9) and (10) 
may be recast in the form 8vin/vTn = g(~.+~ At) Vi, and k, 8xin = (wTn At)2 Xi, 
where Vi, and Xi, denote the square brackets in Eqs. (9) and (10) respectively. Thus 
the velocity and position increments appear as the first terms of expansions in powers 
of urn At, suggesting that the time step in the present algorithm is limited by the 
conditions urn At Q 1. This may be verified by considering the variation 8Hi,& of the 
Hamiltonian Hi, = -eb,(cos &, + 1)/k,, + +mui”, of a particle i in the potential 
well of a wave n. This quantity is an invariant for infinitesimal time intervals and its 
variation for finite At satisfies the condition 8Hin/Hno 2 (wT At)Z where H,, = 
4m& is the depth of the potential well. The numerical tests presented in the next 
Section show that this error estimate is rather conservative and that time steps 
At = 0.2 w;i yield accurate results. In addition, At must satisfy the condition 
At Q T, where T N (d,/E,)-l N (&,Jcu,)-~ is the characteristic time of the electric 
field spectrum. 

1.2. TEST PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES 

The accuracy of the particle-pushing algorithm is examined by computing test- 
particle trajectories in single-mode and two-mode electric fields. 

Single-mode$eld: The results of these computations are shown in Fig. 2 for two 
different time increments At = 0.125 w$ and At = 0.625 Q$, the errors in the 
algorithm being reflected in the discrepancy between the results using these two time 
increments. Note that particles with relative velocities u = v - w/k less than the 
trapping velocity exhibit trapped motion having closed orbits in the x - u plane 
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I I I 
+ At = 0.12JW~’ - 

. At = 0.625Ul;’ 
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kx 
FIG. 2. Test particle trajectories in a single-mode longitudinal electric field. The reference frame 

is moving with the phase velocity w/k. 

of Fig. 2. The particle located near the origin x = u = 0, whose velocity differs 
only slightly from the phase velocity, has a period 7 = rT = 2~(eE&ze)-1/Z exhibiting 
simple harmonic motion as it oscillates in a potential well. The trapped particle with 
a higher velocity has a somewhat longer period T ‘v 1.27, , also in agreement with 
the theory of oscillation in a sinusoidal potential well. Untrapped particles exhibit 
deviations from their free-streaming trajectories which decrease with increasing 
velocity, and even for the particle having the largest relative velocity u = 2.8~~ , 
the long time steps chosen for the simulation permit these deviations to be followed 
closely. 

The largest discrepancies occur for the particle having an initial relative velocity 
just above the trapping velocity uT . For a constant field, the trajectories in the region 
close to the limit cycle are very sensitive to small differences in initial conditions 
since such differences may mean the difference between a closed (i.e., trapped) orbit 
and an open (i.e., untrapped) orbit. Such errors, however, are not expected to be a 
serious handicap to the algorithm since in most applications the trapping velocity is 
expected to change continuously in time instead of being constant as in the present 
case. 

Two-modeJield: A test particle trajectory from a computation in which the electric 
field consists of two modes, E(x, t) = GYP sin(k,x - w,t) + b, sin(k,x - w,t), is 
shown in Fig. 3. Here the two modes have equal amplitudes, d, = Q, = b, and 
slightly different frequencies, wz/wl = 1.095, and wave numbers, k,/k, = 1.1. These 
values give phase velocities vDl = q/k, and vDz = w,lkz , with vP2/vD1 = 0.9954. This 
field may be written in the form E(x, t) = 26 sin{+[(kl + k,)x - (q + o.Jt]} 
cos{+[(kl - k,)x - (w 
at the phase velocrty’i 

w&]} showing that the potential is sinusoidal and travels 
2) = (wl + w,)/(k, + k,) = l.O0217v,, within a sinusoidal 
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0 

FIG. 3. Test particle trajectory in a two-mode longitudinal electric field with 8x = g2 , kz/kl = 
1.1 and wz/wl = 1.095. The reference frame is moving with the phase velocity of the slower wave, 
w,/k, . The particle undergoes trapping oscillations from A to B, becomes untrapped as the potential 
well approaches a node, moving from B to C, after which it undergoes another series of trapping 
oscillations from C to E. The time step is At = 430. 

envelope which moves at the group velocity v, = (wl - w,)/(k, - k,) = 0.95434v,, . 
The reference frame of Fig. 3 moves at the phase velocity vez of the slower wave, 
giving relative phase and group velocities v,’ = v, - vD2 = O.O0217v,, and v,’ = 
v, - VD2 = -O.O4566v,, . The trapping frequency of the second mode is wT2 = 
(e&k2/m,)1/2 = 0.02050, and the potential well travels from one node to the next in 
a time T = 29.5&o;: . 

The trajectory shown in Fig. 3 is interpreted as follows: A test particle initially 
trapped within a potential well oscillates and moves with it as shown by the almost 
closed orbits from A to 3. As the node of the potential envelope is encountered, the 
potential well disappears and the particle free-streams from B to C until it encounters 
a deepening potential well on the other side of the node. As the potential well deepens 
further, the particle undergoes another set of trapping oscillations from C to E, 
reaching a maximum velocity at D. When another node is approached the potential 
well again becomes shallow, the maximum velocity decreases until the potential well 
disappears, the particle free-streams again, and the process is repeated. 
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This computation was carried out with dt = 7,/30 and with dt = 7+/6. Both 
intervals gave accurate results over 15 trapping periods and show that the algorithm 
accounts correctly for transitions between trapped and untrapped motions when the 
potential well amplitude varies in time. 

1.3. EVOLUTION OF THE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 

In the present algorithm which corresponds to a two-dimensional phase space, the 
distribution function is conveniently represented on a grid covering the region of the 
(x, V) plane which includes resonant particles, as shown in Fig. 4. Here amsx and urnin 
denote the maximum and minimum velocities, vk with k = l,..., K, denotes the grid 
point velocities and xj = j Ax denotes the grid point positions, where j = l,..., J, 
Ax = L/J, and L is the length of the system. Particles whose weights are proportional 
to the local values of the distribution function are initialized at the grid points and 
advanced from them by increments 6Xj, and 6vj, according to Eqs. (5), (6), (9), (lo), 
where the subscript pair (j, k) now designates the particle. After a time step At, each 
particle is redistributed among its neighboring grid points by a local smoothing 
operation in phase space [6, 71. In this manner the distribution function is recon- 
structed and the particles are re-initialized at the grid points prior to the application 
of the following time step. 

Particle Weight : f c;i, (/I ) + lf)J 
- ,” J” 

Vmax. 

-----#- 

V 

I 
I I I I I I I I 

Xjk It) Xjk It) xix It + lvl xix It + lvl 

X X 
FIG. 4. Phase plane representation of the distribution function f(x, u) for Langmuir waves in 

terms of weighted particles distributed in a rectangular grid (xjk , v&. The curved line, representing 
a particle’s trajectory during one time step, may cover several grid spacings. 

58x/26/3-11 
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Note that because of the regular arrangement of particles on the (x, V) grid at the 
beginning of each time step, the initial phases $in = 2rjn/J + a,(t) apply to all 
particles at position jdx, regardless of their velocities. Hence, the trigonometric 
functions sin I+&, and cos & do not need to be evaluated for each particle 
but only at each grid point position jdx. Similarly the resonance parameters 
&,, = 277n(vl, - w,,/kn)At/L need to be evaluated only at the velocity grid points vk . 

Collisional effects are included in the algorithm in terms of the one-dimensional 
Fokker-Planck operator 

( 1 af a at =av co11 
[vvf + D f W] 9 (11) 

where V(U) is a velocity-dependent collision frequency and D is a parameter which 
may be specified to give energy conservation by setting D = S v”vf dv/S vf dv [7]. The 
collisional operator (11) includes both a frictional effect represented by the first term 
in the bracket, and a velocity diffusion effect represented by the second term. 

For weak collisions satisfying the stability condition ~DA~v~/(Av~-~Av~) < 1, 
where Au, = ok+, - V~ , the diffusion term may be represented by an explicit finite 
difference procedure. If zk denotes the particle weight at the velocity grid point k, 
its increment due to diffusion is given by 

6zk = 20 At 
I 

(“47cfl _ Wk Wk-1 
AvW, + Au,,,) Az+~~ Au, + Av&Av,-, + 4-2) I ’ W) 

in which a non-uniform velocity grid spacing has been assumed. For collision 
frequencies which do not satisfy the stability condition, Eq. (12) is applied as a 
sequence of I steps, each with a coefficient 2DAtll sufficiently small to satisfy the 
stability condition. 

The collisional friction term is implemented by restarting the particles after each 
time step with velocities fiI, = (1 - vlc At)vl, . In this case the resonance parameters 
become Bnk = 2774~~ - w,/k,)At/L but the computation of the position and velocity 
increments is otherwise unchanged. 

1.4. EVOLUTION OF THE ELECTRIC FIELD 

The electric field E(x, t) is associated with a Langmuir wave propagating in a 
plasma consisting of a dense low-energy component and of a sparse energetic com- 
ponent. In the simplest model considered here the ions are stationary and the low- 
energy electrons are described by linearized continuity and momentum equations, 
neglecting thermal motion. More completeJGd models of the low-energy component, 
including pressure forces, ion motions and nonlinearities, may be introduced, but 
resonant particles must be confined to the energetic component of the plasma which 
is described in terms of its distribution function using the algorithm discussed in 
Section I. 1. 
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From Poisson’s equation, aE/ax = -4rre(fi, + GE), where n”, and fi= denote 
respectively the cold and energetic electron density perturbations. Differentiating 
this equation twice with respect to time and substituting the expressions for n”, and n”, 
obtained from the cold electron equations and from the equation of continuity for the 
energetic electrons yields 

a a2E 
-jg -@+ I 

aJE w,~E+~~T~ = 0, (13) 

where mp2 = 4re2n,/m is the electron plasma frequency for the cold component and 
JE is the energetic electron current density. 

After Fourier transformation with respect to the space coordinate, Eq. (13) takes 
the form 

$18, exp(bJl + wp26, exp(iol,) = - F $1 L JEerniL,” dx, 
0 

where JE = -e Ci v&x - xi), in which the sum is taken over energetic particles 
with position Xi and velocity Vi located in a cylinder of unit cross-section perpen- 
dicular to x. Setting w, = -&, as the frequency of mode n, and separating real and 
imaginary parts gives 

& - (w,2 - %a”> 8, = 3, + w,c, , (14) 

2w,d, + c&b, = -c, + w,s, ) (15) 

where 

Cn = F C Vi Cos(k,xi + 013, 
1 

and 

S, = F C Vi sin(k,x$ + a,) 
z 

depend on the correlation of energetic particles relative to mdoe n. The correlation 
terms C, and S, vary slowly compared to the high frequencies w, , so that we may 
neglect & Q w,C,, and C, < w,$& in Eqs. (14) and (15). Writing w, = wz, + G, , 
assuming a small frequency shift, &, < wg and neglecting the second order derivative 
C& - Ci26,, yields 

After multiplication by 8, the left member of Eq. (15) becomes d(w,b,2)/dt. Intro- 
ducing the wave energy density of mode n (sum of the cold plasma potential and 
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kinetic energy densities for this mode) U, = (wP2/wn2 + l)gn2/87r and integrating 
over the interval dt yields 

Su,, = $Sn At. (19) 

The quantities C, and S, therefore appear as source terms representing contri- 
butions of energetic particles to the frequency and energy of each wave. Updated 
values of these quantities are computed at each time step from the positions and 
velocities of the energetic electrons. 

1.5. EXAMPLES OF LONG-TIME-SCALE SIMULATIONS 

We present in this Section applications of the algorithm (i) to the instability and 
trapping of a low-density energetic beam, (ii) to large-amplitude Langmuir oscillations 
and (iii) to the instability of a diffuse beam. Simulations which consider weak col- 
lisional effects on resonant particle interactions are included. 

(i) Instability and Trapping of a Monoenergetic Beam 

We consider unstable Langmuir oscillations excited in a cold plasma of density nP 
by a low-density monoenergetic beam of velocity vd and density nb < II,. The 
maximum growth rate of this instability is ymax = (~‘3/2) w,(n,/2n,)113 and occurs for 
the wave number k 5 wB/vd . The frequency shift of this unstable mode is ij = 
-(nb/2n,)1/3u9/2. The wave amplitude d grows exponentially until the trapping 
frequency wT = (e8k/m)lJ2 reaches a value comparable to the grwoth rate ymax , 
at which time trapping oscillations of the resonant particles prevent further growth 
and cause the amplitude to oscillate at approximately the trapping frequency. 

To simulate this instability, the amplitude d and frequency w of a monochromatic 
Langmuir wave propagating in the cold plasma are followed in time by Eqs. (18) 
and (19). The beam particles are advanced in time using the algorithms of Sections I.1 
and 1.3, providing values of the source terms C, and S, used at each time step in 
Eqs. (18) and (19) to update the wave amplitude and frequency. 

The results of a simulation with a beam having an initial distribution fb = 
nb exp[-(v - vd)“/2vb2]/27r, with nJn, = 3 x 10e6, vb = 1.25 x 10-3vd and w,/k = 
0.9977~~ are given in Fig. 5. This simulation was done with a system of length 
L = 2r/k divided into 32 intervals Ax and with time increments At = 12.5~;’ and 
25~;~. A uniform grid with Av = 0.16~ was used with a two-point reconstruction 
scheme using linear weight functions [6]. Only a strip of phase space with 1 v - vd / < 
100~~ need be considered here. 

The wave amplitude b, plotted in Fig. 5a, is observed to exponentiate over two 
orders of magnitude at a rate y = 8.85 x lo- 3wD which is in agreement with the 
theoretical value ymax = 9.91 x 10-3w,. Saturation occurs when the amplitude 
reaches a level for which the saturation trapping frequency wTs = 0.0137~~ is 
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I I I 
0 500 Icoo 1500 2m 

FIG. 5. Electric field amplitude 8 and frequency shift G for a Langmuir instability resulting from 
the interaction of a monoenergetic electron beam with a cold plasma. The amplitude is measured in 
units of mLw,2/e. 

approximately equal to the growth rate y, and after saturation the amplitude oscillates 
near the trapping frequency as expected. The frequency shift G = o - wg, given in 
Fig. 5b, reaches an approximately constant value ti - 5 x 10-3w,, close to the 
theoretical value 5.7 x 10-3w, , during the growth period, after which it is observed 
to oscillate near the trapping frequency. No significant differences are observed in 
Fig. 5 between the results using At = 12.5~;’ (w,,dt = 0.17) and L3t = 25~;’ 
(wTS dt = 0.34). Trapping of the beam particles is clearly seen in the phase space 
plots of Fig. 6 where the development of the trapping vortex and the subsequent 
mixing in phase is evident. 

The results of two additional simulations including weak collisions with collision 
frequencies v = 2 x lo-%J, and v = 4 x lo-“w, are compared in Fig. 7 with the 
collisionless case. Note that such small collision frequencies do not have a large effect 
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FIG. 6. Phase space plots showing the instability and trapping the monoenergetic electron beam 
corresponding to Fig. 5. 
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FIG. 7. Effect of weak collisions on the Langmuir instability and trapping of a monoenergetic 
electron beam. 

on the growth rate of the instability or on the frequency shift during the growth period 
but damp the trapping oscillations rapidly. 

(ii) Large-Amplitude Langmuir Oscillations 

For large-amplitude Langmuir oscillations characterized by a trapping frequency wT 
approximately equal to the Landau damping rate yr, the electrons trapped in the 
potential well of a stable Langmuir wave modify the distribution function in the 
resonant region. In this case, Landau damping takes place only during an initial 
period, after which the wave amplitude is modulated at approximately the trapping 
frequency [15-171. 

To simulate this phenomenon, the amplitude and frequency of the Langmuir wave 
are again followed in time using the formalism of Section 1.4. Resonant energetic 
electrons, which contribute to the source terms C,, and S,, , are followed in time by the 
algorithm of Sections I.1 and 1.3. These particles are given an initial Maxwellian 
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distribution fE = nE eXp(-Uz/2U~h)/(2~)1~2 vth , with n&z0 = 1.7 x 10-3. The wave is 
initialized with an amplitude corresponding to the trapping frequency wT = 
5 x 10-3w, and a wave number k = WJZQ~ corresponding to a phase velocity near 
the thermal velocity of the energetic electrons. 

In the present case, only a narrow band of phase plane needs to be considered, with 
vmin = vth - u, and vmax = 0th + u, . Values of u, equal to 521, and 1Ovr , where 
vT = 2w,/k denotes the initial trapping velocity, have been considered with a velocity 
interval Au = 2412. Boundary conditions are imposed to maintain continuous values 
off (x, v) and af/lav near amin and v max after each reconstruction of the distribution 
function. Let &+, denote the maximum velocity increment of a particle at the bound- 
aries during a time step. For a two-point reconstruction scheme, at most 1 Sv, l/Au + 1 
velocity grid points near each boundary (a mBX or urnin) are affected by the absence of 
simulation particles outside the boundaries. For a four-point reconstruction scheme, 

& UC = 2 5 vr 4 -point ,CEO”. 

2 x 10-6, I I I I 
lax3 2m 3m raw 

I ’ 
at=* - &P 

E u,= -+rov, l -point rem”. 

2 x lo-b- I I I I ) 

0 lam 2ax 3aa 4axJ 

UP+ 

FIG. 8. Electric field 8 for large amplitude Langmuir oscillations. The amplitude modulation 
with period A25 wpl, observed in (a) for the four-point reconstruction scheme, is a boundary effect 
associated with the finite velocity interval considered here. It is significantly reduced by either re- 
ducing the time step as shown in (b) or by increasing the width of the velocity interval as shown at 
(c). The field amplitude is measured in units of mLw,*/e. 
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at most ] 8r.1~ j/Au + 2 points are affected. Values off at these boundary points are 
extrapolated from the adjacent interior points to maintain values of a2f/lav2 = 
-(I - v2/v;h)flvfh 7 corresponding to a local Maxwellian distribution function 
near the boundaries. The periodicity length of the system, equal to the wavelength, 
L = 2rr/k, is divided into 32 intervals Ax. 

The results of a series of simulations for the collisionless case are given in Fig. 8. 
We observe in Fig. 8a a significant difference between the results obtained using the 
two-point and the four-point reconstruction schemes. As in conventional numerical 
solutions of the Vlasov equation the present method is subject to numerical diffusion 
which is particularly evident in the present case since, like collisions, it allows electrons 
to escape from the potential trap of the wave. All further simulations in the present 
case have been done using the “energy conserving” four-point reconstruction scheme 
[6]. The results shown in Figs. 8b and SC correspond respectively to a smaller time step 
and to a wider band of simulation particles. These simulations agree closely in their 
general features with the four-point simulation of Fig. 8a. After an initial decay 
which is in close agreement with Landau damping, yL = 0.65 x 10-3w, the amplitude 
is modulated at approximately the trapping frequency, aTav = 4.47 x 10-3w, 
corresponding to the mean amplitude (&) = 0.8&t = 0). This modulation is 
observed to decay but the mean value of the amplitude remains approximately 
constant as trapped particles phase mix after several trapping oscillations. 

In addition to these general features, the simulations of Fig. 8 also show a high- 
frequency amplitude modulation. In the four-point reconstruction result of Fig. 8a 
this modulation is particularly evident and has a period 125~;~ which corresponds 
precisely to the transit time of a boundary particle across the wavelength in the wave 
frame, rC = 2r/ku, . This amplitude modulation is the result of an inaccurate 
representation of the distribution function at the boundary points and is significantly 
reduced when Sub is reduced, either by reducing At, as in Fig. 8b, or by increasing the 
half width U, of the band of simulation particles, as in Fig. SC. 

Another series of simulations was carried out to study the effect of collisions on 
trapping oscillations. The results of these computations, given in Fig. 9, show that 
even very weak collisions, with collision frequencies ranging from v = 0.4 x lo-%J, 
to 4 x ~O-%J, are effective in allowing trapped particles to escape from the potential 
well of the wave. For v = 4 x lo-*w, , no significant trapping remains and the fieId 
decays at a rate close to the Landau damping rate for t > 200001;~. These conclusions 
are in agreement with previous analytical and computer simulation results [ 18, 191. 

(iii) Bump-on-tail Instability 

We consider now a problem involving several stable and unstable modes resulting 
from a diffuse electron beam moving with a drift velocity vd relative to a stationary 
hot plasma. The distribution function in the resoannce region vmin < v < urnax is 
given by 

f(u) = E /AI +fd’ (y) + exp [- f (y)‘] 1. 
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FIG. 9. Collisional effects on large-amplitude Langmuir collisions corresponding to the para- 
meters of Fig. 8c. Note that weak collisions with u < yr. are effective in allowing trapped electrons 
to escape from the potential well of the wave. 

TABLE I 

Phase Velocities (u, - v,&, (Relative to Beam Velocity), Trapping Frequencies w&o, , and Growth 
Rates Y,JCZJ~ for Modes n = 8,..., 12 for Bump-in-Tail Instability 

n CJ, - %NVa WT&J, Theory Computation 

8 -0.6016 0.895 x 10-s 9.9 x 10-a 8.7 x 10-s 
9 -1.2332 0.949 x 10-3 10.4 x 10-s 9.4 x 10-a 

10 -1.7384 1.000 x 10-s 2.9 x 1O-s 2.9 x 1O-3 
11 -2.5118 1.049 x 10-S -1.6 x 10-a -1.8 x 1O-3 
12 -2.4963 1.095 x 10-S -3.3 x 10-a -2.5 x 10-a 

Here the first two terms in the bracket represent the distribution function of the 
stationary plasma, assumed to have the value l fd at vd and to vary linearly with slope 
cfdr. The exponential term represents the beam with drift velocity vti and thermal 
spread vb . In the present computation, E = 5.5 x 10-3v;1, fd = 0.4 fd' = -0.28, 
vb = 0.1621~ and a system of periodicity length L = 45.45v,/w, is considered. Five 
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modes with wave numbers k, = 2m/L, where n = S,..., 12 are initially excited with 
equal amplitudes 6, . The distribution function is shown in Fig. 10 and the phase 
velocities 0, , trapping frequencies WTn and Landau excitation (or damping) rates yn 
are given in Table I. The theoretical rates yn in Table I have been computed from the 
approximate formula m/w9 = (7r/2) v,“(afl&) lZIn . A band of simulation particles 
with Vmin = Ed - 4vb, vmax = vd + vb and Au = 14,124 is used in the present case, 
covering the resonance regions of the 5 modes. 

10-b 

10-7 

c 

IO-8 

I I I I ; 

0 loo 200 300 400 5co 

OP t 

FIG. 10. Distribution functionf(v), in resonance region, and time development of the amplitudes 
8, for bump-on-tail instability. The amplitudes are measured in units of eLwD2/m. The time step is 
At = 5 w;l, corresponding to yaAt N 0.05 where ys N lo-%, is the growth rate of the most unstable 
mode IZ = 9. 

The results of a simulation with At = 50~;’ and tmax = 500~;’ are shown in Fig. 10. 
The excitation (or damping) rates of modes n = 8 to 12 from this simulation, also 
given in Table I, are in general agreement with the theoretical values. Note that the 
amplitudes of modes n = 11 and n = 12 develop a rapid oscillation for t > 350~;~ 
with a period -15~;~. This period corresponds approximately to the transit time 
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E, = (- l/c) aA/at and B, = V x A and of the external magnetic field B, according 
to the momentum equation 

where -e and m are the electron charge and mass, c is the velocity of light, vi is the 
velocity of the ith electron and where the fields are evaluated at the position zi of the 
electron. Employing cylindrical coordinates (v ,, , vI , rp) for the veIocity vi = v ,, $& + 
u,,(& cos yi + &, sin &, Eq. (21) yields [IO] 

which, together with 

d 
zzi = vlli 2 (23) 

determine the dynamics of the electrons. 
The fields in Eqs. (22) have been expressed through 52(z) = eB,/mc, the electron 

gyrofrequency of the external field, and %!,(z, t) = eGY,Jmc. In terms of these quan- 
tities, Eqs. (22) and (23) can be interpreted either as dimensional or as dimensionless, 
with time measured in units of l/a and length in units of c/4,, fi and cGn being 
reference values of the gyrofrequency Q and the plasma frequency wP . In this 
dimensionless context we assume that the inhomogeneity 52-l dD/dz and the wave 
amplitude Q, are both of order E Q 1, while all other quantities are of order unity, 
including w, - k,v ,, i and Q - w, + k,v ,, i , which are respectively the frequency 
of each wave and the gyrofrequency of the electrons relative to each wave, both in the 
guiding center frame. 

The algorithm to advance the particles during a time step At can be derived by 
integrating Eqs. (22) and (23) to order E from some initial time t to t + At. The 
results can be cast in the form 

and similarly for V,i , qi and zi . Here the increments are separated into a sum of 
increments due to the waves n = I,..., nmax and a part due to cyclotron motion in 
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the non-uniform field denoted by the subscript c. The increments due to the wave 
fields are 

~V,,in = 

SVli, = 

h&a = 

szin = 

(25) 

where <in = yi - lCIn are the phases of the electron perpendicular velocities relative 
to the vector potentials of the waves and Bi, = (Q - w, + k,v,,i) At is a resonance 
parameter describing to zero order the increment of the electron phase relative to 
the wave. The increments due to cyclotron motion are 

szic = [V,,i + @c,,J At. 
All quantities in Eqs. (25) and (26) are evaluated at the initial time t and initial 
position za(t). 

The limitations on the sire of the time step At are related to errors corresponding 
to the omission of terms of order c2 and higher in Eqs. (25) and (26). We consider 
separately the errors of each equation and define the error 8 of a quantity to be the 
difference between the exact increment and that given by Eqs. (25) or (26). 

(i) In the presence of a monochromatic wave propagating in a uniform external 
field, the electron energy relative to the wave coordinate system, Wi”, = 
[(v ,,i - qJk,J2 + z&]/2, and its Hamiltonian Hi, = [vai - (con - Q)/k,12/2 + 
(4Y,vJ cos gin in the pseudopotential well of the wave must be conserved. These 
quantities are not conserved in the algorithm of Eq. (25) but satisfy the inequalities 

(27) 
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where Wrin = k,(@%~~~)l/~ is the trapping frequency for small oscillations of vLi 
relative to -B, and vTin = 2WTin/k, is the trapping velocity. This velocity is character- 
istic of the velocity spread about resonance, for which the effect of the wave on the 
motion of the particles is large, and z& was chosen as a typical value of the Hamil- 
tonian in the resonant region. Noting that WTila is of order c1j2, the most serious 
requirement is (OTin ot)2 Q 1, imposed by the second of Eqs. (27). 

(ii) In the absence of waves, the electron energy relative to the stationary frame, 
Vi2 = (vii + z&)/2, and the magnetic moment pd = z&/J& must be conserved. The 
algorithm of Eq. (26) conserves energy exactly, i.e., SVi2 = 0, and yields a relative 
error in the magnetic moment given by 

where I, = Q(dQ/dz)-l is the characteristic length of the external field inhomogeneity. 
In addition, the errors in the position and phase increments must be considered, 
since they affect the relative phase cin = vi - I/%. Excluding the mirror regions, 
where Eq. (26) is no longer valid due to the rapid variation of the parameters, these 
errors are given by 

8Zie cd (yq2 v,,idt, 

8qlic M 2 (yq2aLlt. 
(2% 

The requirements SZic Q k;’ and &a7iC << 1 yield (vLi Or/&)” kg ,,e’ dt < 1 and 
2(~,,~ 0,//J” Q Lilt < 1. Since in the present algorithm the time step is usually large 
compared to both the gyroperiod and the transit time across a wavelength, i.e., 
Q At > 1 and k,v ,,i At > 1, Eqs. (29) give more restrictive conditions than Eq. (28). 

11.2. TEST PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES 

In this section we examine the accuracy of the particle-pushing algorithm, by 
applying it to a limited number of test electrons and comparing the numerically 
obtained trajectories to the theoretical results for the special cases of(i) motion in the 
presence of a monochromatic wave propagating in a uniform external field, and 
(ii) motion under the sole action of a inhomogeneous external magnetic field. This 
amounts to considering separately the errors in the increments given by Eqs. (25) and 
(26). 

(i) Motion in a Monochromatic Helical Wave 

First we consider the motion of seven test electrons in a monochromatic wave with 
amplitude % = e@mc = 1.88 x 10-452/k, wavenumber k = w,/c and frequency 
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o = Q/2 propagating along a uniform external field specified by the electron gyro- 
frequency 52. Initially all electrons have the same perpendicular velocity uI = 
1.6(Q - w)/k ( corresponding to the same trapping frequency wT = 1.23 x lo-% 
for all electrons) antiparallel to the wave vector potential, i.e., < = y - 4 = n. 
The initial parallel velocities are distributed near the resonant velocity, so that the 
quantity [a,, - (D - o)/k]/u, , where z)r = 2wJk is the trapping velocity, is respec- 
tively equal to 0, -0.5, -0.9, -1.0, -1.1, -2.5 and -6.0 for each test particle. The 
time step used is At = 16/Q (corresponding to wT dt = 0.197) and the motion of 
each particle is followed over a total time of 100 time steps. The coordinates of the first 
six test electrons are plotted at every second time step in Fig. 11 in the 5-v ,, plane, 
with 5 reduced in the interval (0,2z-) and u,, measured relative to -(Q - w)/k in 
units of vr . 

277 

v-v I, R 

FIG. 11. Trajectories of test particles in a single-mode whistler field. Six electrons, a, b,..., f, 
with initial parallel velocities given respectively by [v,, - (9 - o)/k]/vr = 0, -0.5, -0.9, -1.0, 
-1.1 and -2.5 are shown. A time step dt = 0.197 UJF~ is used for the computation and the particle 
positions in the (u,, , 1) plane are shown at intervals 2At. Note that the variable 1 is periodic with a 
period of 2~. 

First we consider the conservation of the wave-frame kinetic energy W2 and of the 
Hamiltonian H, which according to Eq. (27) are expected to incur relative errors 
8 Wzf W2 < 9 x 1O-6 and 8H/vT2 < 10-2. The relative error in energy per time step, 
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averaged over the 100 time steps, is 3.5 x 10-6, about the same for all particles, with 
a maximum of 8.9 x lo+ recorded when the third electron crosses the relative phase 
values 5 = 7r/2 and 3~r/2. The average relative error in the Hamiltonian is 3.7 x 1O-5 
for the trapped particles (a through d), while beyond the trapping region it increases 
up to 2.3 x 1O-3 for the most distant untrapped particle g (not shown in Fig. 11). 
However, since the square of the trapping velocity is not a proper measure of the 
Hamiltonian of the untrapped particles, especially the more distant ones, it is 
preferable,to consider the error sH/H, which, starting with an average of 1.2 x 1O-4 
per time step for particle e, decreases to 3.2 x 1O-5 for the most distant particle. As 
expected from the singular character of the separatrix the largest relative errors in H 
are observed on particles d and e. This is reflected in Fig. 1 I by an imperfect periodicity 
of the coordinates, more pronounced in particle e, whose velocity is shifted by 0.03vr 
after w,t = 19.7 (100 time steps). 

A last check on the accuracy of the trajectories involves comparison of the observed 
periods of the trapping motion with the approximate analytical expressions, 4/w&(m) 
for&trapped particles, and 2/~+rn-~/~K(m-~) for untrapped particles. Here K(m) is the 
complete eliptic integral of the first kind with the parameter m = 4 + 2H/vT2. With 
the-exception of particle d, whose period cannot be calculated because of its singular 
behavior, the periods measured for all particles fall within 2.6% of the analytical 
values, which themselves are only accurate to within vr/v, = 3.1%. Note that the 
period of particle b happens to be an exact multiple of twice the time step, therefore 
each circle for particle b in Fig. 11 represents its coordinates at three different 
times. 

(ii) Non-Uniform Cyclotron Motion 

Next we consider the motion of test electrons in an inhomogeneous external field, 
in absence of any wave, to evaluate the errors occurring in the increments given by 
Eqs. (26). To compare these errors with those of the preceding paragraph, the initial 
test particle velocities are chosen to correspond to the cyclotron resonance of the 
preceding wave (kc/w, = 1, w/Q = l/2). Thus, three electrons are initialized with 
parallel velocity 21 ,,0 = (c/2)Q0/w, , equal to the resonant velocity of the reference 
wave and with pitch angles corresponding to a ratio vL,/v,,, equal to 0.6, 1.0 and 1.4 
respectively. These electrons are initially located at the vertex z = 0 of an external 
magnetic field giving an electron gyrofrequency 12 = L$(l + .S/P), where I is taken 
equal to 5300h, h = 2r/k being the wavelength of the reference wave. This choice of 
the external field yields simple analytical expressions for the trajectories which can be 
compared to numerical results. 

A time step At = 60/Q, is used and the motion of the electrons is followed from 
their initial position to each mirror point and back. The results indicate velocity 
errors per time step averaging 1.2 x lo-’ of their initial values, compared to 
2.0 x lo-’ predicted by Eq. (28). The position and phase erorrs are constant during 
the first 500 time steps agreeing with the values predicted by Eqs. (29), e.g., 6”~ = 
4 x 10-6h and 89 = 1.6 x 1O-5 x 27r for the second electron. At later times, as the 
electrons approach the mirror points, the position and phase errors exceed the values 

581/26/3-12 
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given by Eqs. (29), due to the finite size of dz and to the rapid variation of the 
parameters, which are not accounted for in Eqs. (29). 

11.3. EVOLUTION OF THE WAVE VECTOR POTENTIAL 

The particle pushing algorithm of Section 11.1 is used to follow the interaction of 
resonant electrons with whistler waves propagating parallel to the external magnetic 
field. The electron distribution is assumed to consist of cold electrons with density n, 
which constitute the principal propagation medium for the waves and of energetic 
electrons with density & < n, which are responsible for resonant interactions. 
It will be convenient to denote vectors perpendicular to the direction of propagation 
in complex form with their x components represented by the real part and their y 
component represented by the imaginary part as shown in Fig. 12. With this notation 
the vector potential corresponding to Eq. (20) takes the form 

FIG. 12. Geometrical relations defining a whistler wave. B. is the external magnetic field, A&, t) 
is the wave vector potential of mode n and v, is a resonant electron perpendicular velocity. 

From Ampere’s law, neglecting retardation effects, 

4neno @A 
a22 c 

V= -+JE’ (31) 

where V is the cold electron velocity, -en,V is the current density contribution of 
cold electrons and JE = -e xi vii exp(i& S(z - ZJ denotes the current density 
contributions of energetic electrons. Here the sum is taken over particles in a cylinder 
of unit cross-section perpendicular to z. The momentum equation for cold electrons 
yields 

av -- 
at iQV=-&-2. (32) 
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Integrating Eq. (32) over time yields 

V(z, t’) exp[iQ(t - t’)] 1: = & A(z, t’) exp[iQ(t - t’)] 1: 

+ & iQ Jot A(z, t’) exp[&(t - t’)] dt’. 

Substituting Eq. (30) into this expression, expanding the integral to second order by 
successive integrations by parts and substituting the resulting expression into Eq. (31) 
gives 

= - k g 7 vLi exp(icpJ 6(z - zi), 

where k, = -&,b,/az, w, = a&&V, @,, = ed,lmc and wz, = (4n-e2no/m)l12. The 
terms involving first order derivatives of k, and w, , and the terms involving second 
order derivatives of a,, represent wavepacket dispersion in the cold plasma. For the 
wavepacket much longer than the wavelength considered here those terms may be 
neglected [24]. 

The wave amplitudes, wavenumbers and frequencies, sn(z, t), k,(z, t) and WJZ, t) 
respectively, as well as the cyclotron frequency Q(z) = eBJmc, which are slowly 
varying functions of z are represented on a grid with mesh size dz. For K dz < 1, 

where K denotes the inverse characteristic length of the wave and of the external field 
B, , these quantities may be considered constant over the interval dz. This condition 
imposes an upper bound to the mesh size dz. We now multiply Eq. (33) by exp(i&*) 
and integrate over an interval LIZ. For (kn - k,,) dz > 1, which implies a lower 
bound on the mesh size dz, the terms n # n’ phase mix in this integration. After 
separating real and imaginary parts, Eq. (33) yields 

k 2c2 
-5 -w,=.-2 C 
wz, Q - an an (34) 

and 
aa 

-$ + u,, 2% = - 
a.2 

(Q - %Y s 
Q n (35) 

where v,, = W’w/QM~ - w,J/w~]~ is the group velocity of the nth wave. The 
source terms 

uz, t> = & C vLi cos Sin 3 
* 
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(37) 

where ci, = IJJ~ - l(zz, t), account for the effect of energetic particles on the 
propagation of each wavepacket. The sums in Eqs. (36) and (37) extend to particles 
located within a cylinder of unit cross-section perpendicular to z and in the interval 
(z - AZ/~, z + AZ/~) along z. We note that the upper and lower bounds imposed on 
the mesh size AZ imply K < k, - k,, for any n # n’, i.e., the wavelength of the beat 
oscillation of two waves must be short compared to the scale length of the inhomo- 
geneities. Differentiating Eq. (34) with respect to time yields the equation of propa- 
gation of the frequency of wave n, 

The source terms C, and S, de;end on the correlation of the phase of the electrons 
perpendicular velocities with respect to the phase of the wave vector potential. 
These terms account for cyclotron damping or excitation of the waves or for secondary 
emissions caused by resonant energetic particles. Numerical simulations of these 
effects may therefore be carried out by following the wave propagation in terms of 
Eqs. (34), (35) and (38) while advancing energetic resonant electrons with the algorithm 
of Section II. 1, the source terms C, and S, being updated after each time step. Here 
a band of simulation particles covering the resonant region of the waves is usually 
sufficient. The initial loading of simulation particles within the resonance region may 
be done either randomly or in ordered manner. The examples presented in Section II.4 
were carried out with particles having a random initial distribution monoenergetic 
in the perpendicular direction. Initially, each particle is given a random parallel 
velocity, ZI,, , with a distribution simulating the desired initial electron distribution 
in the resonance region. All particles are given the same perpendicular velocity, uI , 
but their phase angles, v, are chosen with a random uniform distribution in the interval 
(0, 271). Quiet start methods in which the particles are initialized in an ordered manner 
have also been used for problems involving low amplitude waves. When using quiet 
starts, artificial effects related to the multiple-beam configuration of the initialization 
must be delayed by staggering the particles initial parallel velocities and the physical 
effects being studied must occur in a time shorter than the growth time of the beaming 
instability [9]. 

11.4. EXAMPLES OF LONG-TIME-SCALE SIMULATIONS 

In this section we present applications of the algorithm to the classical cases of(i) the 
cyclotron two-beam instability and (ii) the cyclotron damping of a large-amplitude 
whistler wave. In these computations the resonant energetic electrons are advanced 
at each time step according to Eq. (24) and the wave amplitude and frequency is 
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propagated according to Eqs. (34) to (38). In both cases periodic boundary conditions 
are imposed and the length of the system is taken equal to the wavelength X = 2n/k 
of the wave. 

(i) Cyclotron Two-Beam Instability 

This instability occurs with an initial distribution of the electrons given by 

where the first term corresponds to the cold plasma with density 1 - Q, and the 
second term represents a beam with density Ed < 1 and initial velocities v ,,b , vlb 
respectively parallel and prependicular to the external magnetic field B, . In the 
present case the dispersion relation for the whistler mode [ZO], 

yields for (w/k) Q c (i.e., neglecting displacement current), 

x3+ kv,,~+~)~‘+~(~kvllb+lk2v~~) ( x + - k3v,,,v2,, = 0, ;; (41) 

where d = 1 + (kc/o,)2. The real part of x determines the frequency shift i;, = 
w - (Q + kv ,,J = Re(x), and its imaginary part determines the growth rate, 
y = Im(x) of the wave. For kc/up = 1 and kv,,, = Sz, the maximum growth rate, 
y = (47/4)(~#/~ Q, occurs at kv ,,b = -012 and corresponds to a frequency shift 
ij = -(1/4)(#3 a. 

The results of a computer simulation corresponding to these parameters for a beam 
with relative density E,, = 1O-6 represented by 600 simulation particles are given in 
Fig. 13. The wave, initially set up with amplitude eB/mc = IO-‘Q, grows exponentially 
with a rate y = 4.3 x 1O-3 to a saturation value eB,/mc * 6 x IO-*52 corresponding 
to a trapping frequency wTs = 6.5 x 10-31;2. The time step used is equal to At = 
6.352-l, corresponding to wTS At = 0.041 and y At = 0.027. We note in Fig. 13a that, 
except for an initial period of adjustment between the energetic electrons and the wave, 
the exponential growth of the wave agrees closely with the theoretical growth rate, 
indicated in Fig. 13a by a straight broken line. The frequency shift, plotted in Fig. 13b, 
approaches the theoretical frequency C& = -2.5 x 10-3Q, indicated by a horizontal 
broken line. After saturation the amplitude and the frequency undergo oscillations 
with period given by the trapping frequency at saturation. These oscillations are 
practically undamped, since the initially monoenergetic beam requires many trapping 
periods in order to be significantly phase-mixed. 

It is recalled from Eq. (27) that the particle pushing algorithm does not conserve 
energy exactly. For the case considered here, the total energy is W, = W, + 
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FIG. 13. Wave amplitudes and frequency shift for the whistler instability and trapping of a 
monoenergetic beam. The amplitude is measured in terms of the ratio &2,/P = B/B, where B is the 
wave magnetic field amplitude and B, is the external magnetic field. A time step At = 6.3 8-l was 
used. 

W,, + W, , where W, = mn,wQ’SP/2(SZ - o~)~ accounts for the energy of the wave, 
W,, = mnpq,(vli2)/2 is the kinetic energy of the beam in the parallel direction and 
W, = mn,q,(v,2)/2 is its energy in the perpendicular direction. The variations in W, , 
W,, , W, and W, are separately plotted in Fig. 14. Note that the variation in the total 
energy K , which is plotted on an expanded scale increases at a rate 
2 x 10-10+mn,(cQ/w,)2 per trapping period. This rate depends on the magnitude 
of the time step. Simulations with larger time steps, up to Q At = 100, give a numerical 
increase of the amplitude after saturation, while the initially linear growth of the wave 
still follows accurately the theoretical prediction. 

(ii) Cyclotron Damping of a Large-Amplitude Whistler Wave 

The transfer of energy between a large-amplitude monochromatic whistler wave 
and resonant energetic electrons has been studied theoretically [21, 221 and by 
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FIG. 14. .(a) Wave energy density, W, = mn,wQQZ/2(Q - w)z; (b) beam kinetic energy density in 
parallel direction, WI = mn,,+, <o,,“)/Z; (c) beam kinetic energy density in perpendicular direction, 
W, = mn,,ea<vla)/2; (d) total energy density, W, = W, + W, + W, . Units are mn,(cQ/w,)*/2. 
Note that Wt is plotted on an expanded scale. 

computer simulations [ll, 231. For times, t 5 w~l, shorter than the inverse trapping 
frequency, UT = (kv,QJ1/2 where Q!, = eB/mc, the wave amplitude B decreases 
at the cyclotron damping rate yL. Solution of the dispersion relation, Eq. (40), 
for a resonant velocity vR = (w - 52)/k much larger than the thermal velocity 
yields 
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This damping rate may also be derived from energy considerations [25]. After 
integration with respect to v, Eq. (42) yields 

yr.= 7r2 (’ ;“I2 [2; %(‘d - (%),,,=,,I (43) 

where vl(v,,) = Jr v,fdv, and ~(v,,) = ST v13f dv, . For times t 2 o;l, the wave 
amplitude is modulated at approximately the trapping frequency wT in a manner 
similar to the case of a large-amplitude Langmuir wave. 

‘~~~ 
0 2W 4W 6W BW taw l2W 

I 
\ 

1.2 x Id3 I I I I I I I I I J 
0 2w 4W 6W ew lav l2W 

0 2w 400 6W 800 Joa3 1200 

nt 
FIG. 15. Wave amplitude for a large-amplitude whistler wave. (a) At = 10 Q-l(~,At = 0.2) 

with a cut-off velocity u, = 1.5 zq ; (b) At = 10 Q-‘(w,At = 0.2) with a cut-off velocity v, = 3.1 vr ; 
(c) At = 5 P1(q-At = 0.1) with a cut-off velocity U, = 1.5 ur ; (d) At = 5 Q-l(wTAt = 0.1) with 
a cut-off velocity z)~ = 3.1 vT. The broken straight lines indicate the initial theoretical linear 
damping rate. 
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In the present simulation of this phenomenon we consider an energetic electron 
distribution function which is monoenergetic in the perpendicular direction and 
uniform in the parallel direction in the region near the resonant velocity, fE = 
~8(21~ - vl,,)/2~& where E = n& . In this case (do/& ,,),,=v, = 0 and with 
w = Q/2, kc/w, = 1, vLO = 0.25&/w, and E = 0.625 x 10-3, the first term in 
bracket in Eq. (43) yields a cyclotron damping rate yL = 1.96 x 10-3Q. The initial 
amplitude, corresponding to OJQ = 1.6 x 1O-3 gives an initial trapping frequency 
wT = 2 x 10-28. The simulation particles are initialized with uniformly distributed 
random position, phase angles and parallel velocities. The parallel velocities are 
limited to an interval vR - v, < u,, < vR + v, of half width v, . 

The results of several computations with 1000 simulation particles per trapping 
velocity vT are given in Fig. 15. The field amplitude, plotted on a logarithmic scale at 
(a) was obtained with a time step At = 0.20~;~ and a half width U, = lSv, . It is 
observed to decay for t 5 100P1 at a rate close to the theoretical value yL = 
1.96 x lO-352 shown as a broken line, and for longer times the expected amplitude 
modulation occurs with a period equal to the trapping period rTa2, = 34412-l corre- 
sponding to the mean amplitude ratio (Q,)/Q = 1.4 x 10-3. For t > 7T the 
amplitude of the modulation decays due to phase mixing of the trapped electrons. 
The results of additional computations with At = 0.20$, v, = 3.1~~ , dt = O.lw$, 
U, = 1.5~~ and At = O.lwr’, v, = 3.1 aT are given respectively in Figs. 15b,c and d. 
In the present computations, boundary effects which would result from density 
discontinuities at iv, are avoided by allowing the density of simulation particles to 
fall linearly to zero in two boundary regions of width 0.5~~ located outside the primary 
simulation region VR - 21, < v,, < uR + a, . 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented in this paper numerical algorithms to compute the motions of 
charged particles in Langmuir and in whistler waves, in which the particles are 
advanced during each time step according to their first-order motions with respect 
to the wave fields. The non-linear dynamics of the particles is obtained as a result 
of the repeated updating of the positions and velocities after each time step. This 
algorithm is applicable to numerical simulations of resonant interactions of low- 
density energetic electrons with waves propagating in a dense, low-energy plasma, 
on a long time scale compared to the electron plasma period, 277/w,, the electron 
cyclotron period, 2r/.Q, or the electron transit time across a wavelength, (ku)-l. 
The time step At is limited by the trapping periods of electrons in the waves, At < u;l, 
and by the spatial and temporal rates of change of the wave spectrum At < (m-1 
and At < T, where K and Tare respectively the inverse scale length and the character- 
istic time of the wave amplitudes, frequencies and wave numbers. 

The present algorithm may be applied either to particle simulations or to numerical 
solutions of the Vlasov equation. In particle simulations, the evolution of a given set 
of simulation particles is followed in time through the entire duration of the compu- 
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tation, while in Vlasov solutions, values of the distribution function are advanced 
only a single time step in phase space, after which the distribution function is recon- 
structed on a grid. In the case of Langmuir waves, which corresponds to a two- 
dimensional phase space (x, vJ, a Vlasov solution of the energetic electrons distri- 
bution function was presented in Part I. However, particle simulations are also 
possible. In the whistler case presented in Part II, only particle simulations appear 
practicable since the representation of phase space regions on a four-dimensional 
grid (z, v, , v y , v,) would require a number of points which exceeds present computer 
capabilities. 

The fields in the present algorithm are specified in terms of their spectral represen- 
tation, rather than on a spatial grid, and the position and velocity increments of the 
particles must be computed for each mode. This results in a computing time propor- 
tional to the product NnmaX of the number of particles, N, by the number of modes, 
nmax , and implies a limitation of the method in the case of broad bandwidth problems 
requiring a large number of modes. We note that the trigonometric functions in 
Eqs. (9), (lo), and (25) are smooth and may be evaluated by a combination of table 
look-up and interpolation, with a computing time requirement comparable to the 
electric field evaluation of conventional particle simulation methods. 

In the case of Vlasov solutions, applicable to Langmuir waves, an efficient compu- 
tation procedure based on fast Fourier transforms is possible. Since particles, in this 
case, always start from positions and velocities at the grid points, xj = j dx and vk , 
Eqs. (9) and (10) may be written in the form 

where the number 
(J = nmad, and 

SVjk = Re i Akn exp(2rmjlJ), 
?L=l 

(44) 

8Xjk = vg At + Re i B,, exp(2mj/J), 
?I=1 

(45) 

of modes is taken equal to the number of spatial grid points 

Akn = e 8, At exp(iF) - I exp(ia,), 
m kn 

B,, = -;c$At2 ekn f i[exp(iekn) - 11 

% 

exp(ia ) 
n - 

Thus the velocity and position increments can be computed through Eqs. (44) and (45) 
by taking Fourier transforms of the coefficients Aen and B,, for each velocity ok . 
This results in a computation time proportional to Nlog, nmax where N is the 
number of phase points. 

The computation of position and velocity increments 6X<, (or GZin) and 8vin (or &in), 

as well as the computation of the source terms C, and S, , in Langmuir (or whistler) 
waves, depends on the phases & (or tin) of the particles relative to the waves. The 
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particle position xi (or ZJ enters directly in the computation only through the slowly 
varying amplitudes, 8, (or %‘,), frequencies, w, and 9, and wave numbers, k, . 
Therefore, in particle simulations, the spatial distribution of particles does not need 
to be dense with respect to each wavelength, but needs to be dense only with respect 
to the scale length of the wave amplitudes, frequencies and wave numbers. The 
possibility of using a sparse spatial distribution of particles, and to consider only the 
resonant regions of phase space allows simulations in long systems which would 
not be possible with conventional particle simulation methods. We should note, 
however, that a sparse spatial distribution of phase points in Vlasov solutions is 
not possible, since the phase of a particle with respect to a wave is not preserved after 
reconstruction of the distribution function, unless the condition k Ax Q 1 is 
satisfied. 
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